CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

first floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000
TELECOM MESSAGES

'August 3

July 20-30

1a The following message was received at Darwin Outpost Radio on July 20
and sent to the CIET by Telecom Darwin :

The Suharto Government in flagrant contradiction of the United Nations

Charter and the General Assembly and the Security Council resolution on
East Timor have announced the forced integration of the Democratic Republic
of East Timor into Indonesia* The Political Committee of Fretilin on behalf of the

people of East Timor convened an extraordinary meeting where the following
resolution was unanimously approved:

• The Political Committee of Fretilin met on July 18, 1976 in the areas con
trolled by Fretilin forces and publicly denounced the Jakarta Government col
onialist, policy and reaffirmed to continue the war to drive our the

Javanese *• colonialist aggression and for the consolidation of the
national independence and the achievement of total liberty of the people
of East Timor.

The folitical Committee on behalf of the Fretilin also
condemns all countries who collaborated in the gamble of the Jakarta

colonial fascist government by participating in the faked meeting of
May 2k (31?)

1976 in Dili."

Political Committee of Fretilin, July 20,1976
Nicolau Lobato, Vice President-of Fretilin and Prime Minister of the
Revolutionary Government of-East Timor.1

2^_ The following message was received at Darwin Outpost Radio on July 22 and
transmitted to CIET by Telecom Darwin :

I <\

Inter (intense?) fighting is going on in East Timor and Indonesian invading
forces are starving. The captured population are daily escaping from the
Indonesian concentration camps and have reported that the Indonesian troops are
highly demoralised and complaining about the shortage of food.
From yesterday the Indonesian troops are making new attempts to take over
the village of QUELICAI. The enemy are advancing with (on ?) four fronts and
supported by 5 tanks and two armoured cars . Fretilin guerrillas are resist
ing strongly and inflicting heavy looses to the enemy.
In MAUBARA on July 20, 1976, Fretilin guerrillas carried out an assault
enemy position killing 23 Indonesian soldiers,wounded many others and

to an

captured some automatic rifles.

The people of East Timor are organised

under the Fretilin Central Committee

leadership and decided to fight'the Indonesian aggression to the final .
victory .Independence or death. The.people'of East Timor will win. High Regards.

ALarico Jorge ^ernandes, Minister for Ihformationa and National Security.July 22.
3-.Thw following message was received by Darwin Outpost Radio on July 2k and
transmitted to CIET by Telecom.Darwin on July 26 :
The Indonesian war planes and helicopters are violating every day the air
; r»

space of East Timor, dropping bombs and machine gunning the territory.

\qU

Indonesian warships are continuously patrolling and bombarding the coastal
areas. Indonesian pigs (?),and heavy artillery are daily shelling many
settlements ,destroying property, stealing human (women?), children and babies.
The captured population are pay(ing) more^and more for this was vigilante
and massacre (???) by the Indonesian troops . However, the people of East
Timor are continuing to fight heroically the invaders in all fronts.

In LETEFOHO , Fretilin guerrillas are punishing severely the enemy rockets
and village (???) . And the Ermera , (??) in the last two days Fretilin
guerrillas- have assaulted one enemy position ,killing k6 Indonesian soldiers,
wounding many others and capturing

some (automatic weapons ??) .

On July 18m,1976, 18 Indonesian army vehicles and 7Q0 soldiers crossed the
border , pushing in front of them the ex-UDT refugees and they are concentrated
in MALI25NA. . The same time, a strange delegation, of Indonesian and some Whites
have arrived in BALIBO.Meanwhile,.the Indonesian soldiers feed all material and
dressing in civilian costumes.
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2. Telecom messages ...
V/e publicly announce (denounce?) present government of Jakarta and its collaborators
in the shape forth (??) and feated military aggression against the people of
East Timor to and intergration

of our nation into Indonesia. We appeal to all

nations, lovess of peace ,liberty, and trauma (???) .not to stay independent (??)r
Independence or death ,T~> resist' (is to win) a The People <5f East Timer will
win•''•"'*

'

Higher regards, July 2^,1976.
Alarico Jbrge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security.

Very hard' to' hear and plenty "of interfernce (Note by Telecom)

<D

k9 The following message was received on Darwin Outpost Radio on July 26
and'transmitted" to CIET by Telecom Darwin on July 27
Jakarta and Portuguese Governments, in complicity are trying new manouvres
in Bangkpk to legalise in regpgnition by Portugal of the integration of the

emocratic. Republic, of East Timor into Indonesia.

If (it. is a) fact, (it) is

in high contradiction and condemned by UN Security Council resolution over
East Timor and deeply repudiated by the entire people .of. East Timor,,.

Meanwhile,' Indonesian government is sending.more military units an d increasing
military operations in the territory. The captured population and war
prisoners are submitted to torture , heavy labour and execution.

Completely unable to control the territory, the Indonesian forces are using
incendiary bombs

to destroy houses and crops. In

^

BAUCAU, during the last week ^*r-*.c

k^O houses and large quantity of rice crops were destroyed by the Indonesian
troops.. We call (on) the UN Commission of Human Rights , the UN Security.
Council and all Human Rights Organisations to take action against Indonesian
in the way to stop these vandalistic and barbaric aggression being carried
out by Indonesian troops over the people of East Timor . Independence or deaths
To resist is to win. The fight is still on.
•

Highest regards,

July 26

Alarico George fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security,

3j_ The following message was received on Darwin Outpost Ra'dio on July 28 and
transmitted the same day to GIET by Telecom Darwin :

Independence or death. If Timor's blood is written once again with blood of
its heroic sons. Fierce fighting is going on-in many parts of the territory
against

the Indonesian invaders.

In TAPO MOUNTAIN-, in the area of BOBONARO ,.there was fierce fighting between

"X

Indonesian forces and Fretilin guerrillas. Fretilin guerrillas defeated the enerti*^
killing 53 Indonesian soldiers, wounded a very high and captured three bazookas
nine automatic rifles and a big quantity of ammunition and other war materialsr
Six Fretilin guerillas got wounded.
^n Bazartete, on July 21, Fretilin guerrillas assaulted one enemy camp,killing

k*j

Indonesian soldiers,destroyed 20 tents,and rescued 307 captured population^

In revenge of. their losses, the enemy is systematically torturing and executing bhe
war prisoners.

Once again, we bring you our appeal to the UN Commission for Human Rights and UN
Security Council and all nations lovers of peace and progress to stop the

Indonesian vandalistic aggression over the people of East Timor • To resist is
to win. The victory is certain. Highest'regards, July 28
Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information

.^

and National Security.

6» The
following message was received by Darwin Outpost Radio on July 30
and transmitted to CIET by Telecom Darwin the same day :
•

Timor is becoming

more and more' the scenery (scene ?)

of fire,blood and

destruction-due to the increasing vandalistic military operations of the
murderous Indonesian aggression. In all diplomatic and military fronts the

Jakarta Government has been defeated,then (so ?), it is setting up more military
operations to destroy,control and catch all Fretilin Central Committee members*
The people of East.Timorrare vigilant and are decided to convince, Suharto,Malik
and other puppets of their defeat and the failure of their shameful,ever biggest
military operation code named it Operaci Komodo.- On the night of July 27,Fretilin

guerrillas killed more (than) 11 Indonesian soldiers and captured many war materials
in the area of BOBONARO „In revenge,the enemy used incendiary bombs and burned cu:'TIS Archives, File 3A3 : Digitised by CHART
120 houses .On July 26, the enemy attempting to advance over UATOLARI have beer-

3* Telecom messages ...

defeated

by Fretilin guerrillas.

Yesterday morning , two Indonesian warships intensely bombarded the coastal
area of LORE

village.

Independence or death. The people of East Timor will win.
Highest regards,

Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security.July 30'

ADDITIONS IN BRACKETS HAVE BEEN ADDED BY CIET

TO INDICATE SENSE OR DIFFICULTY

IN INTERPRETING.

PRESS RELEASE ON THE COMMONWEALTH BANKS REFUSAL

TO GIVE FRETILIN LEADERS ACCESS TO $38,000 ACCOUNT

August 2

The manager of the Commonwealth Bank in Darwin last Friday (July 30) sent a
telex, message to Mr. Jose Ramos Horta, Minister for Foreign Affairs in the
Democratic Republic of East Timor , in Moxambique, refusing to allow him to
operate a $38,000 Fretilin bank account at the Commonwealth Trading Bank
in Darwin, because a message from East Timor Finance Minister ,Mr. Juvenal

Inacio, now in East Timor ,giving his agreement to ifr. Horta to operate the
account

could not be confirmed by the Bank as "autentic."

Mr. Juvenal Inacio sent a message to the Commonwealth Bank authorising Mr Horta to
operate the Darwin account ,which is in their joint names, in a message picked up
by Darwin Outpost Radio on July 1^, and sent to the Bank by Telecom Darwin.

Many messages from Fretilin forces in East Timor have been picked up.by Darwin
Outpost Radio since the Indonesian attack on Dili on December 7,1975, and sent to
addresses in Australia as requested by these- Fretilin leaders. Darwin Outpost Radio
and Telecom Darwin
however customarily preface these messages with the statement
that they are "unauthenticated messages". It is understood the same statement
prefaced the message from Mr. Inacio on July 1V.
"Mr. Inacio is in the mountains with the Fretilin guerrillas and remains Minister
for Finace. The dozens of messages coming from East Timor through Darwin

Outpost Radio

since December 7 nave been signed by other Ministers, particularly

the DRET Minister for Information and National Security, Mr Alarico Fernandes,
and the DRET Prime Minister, Mr. Nicolau Lobato.

Many of these messages have also been read over Radio Maubere, the National
Radio of the Democratic Republic of East Timor. For example, the Radio Maubere
broadcast on July 25 contained a message in English indentleal with the
Telecom message of July 20 and 22. Tapes of these broadcasts are available for
inspection at the office of the Campaign for Independent East Timor in Sydney,
and with CIET members in Darwin.

Basing itself on the false label of "unauthenticated" messages, given to these
messages by Telecom, the Commonwealth Bank continues its political action in
refusing Fretilin leaders access to urgently needed funds.

Fretilin leaders and

East Timor supporters in Australia-.are preparing, legal

action to test the bank's action in the courts.

„ .

TELEX MESSAGE FROM MR JOSE RAMOS HORTA TO COMMONWEALTH BANK DARWIN:
ATTENTION TO THE MANAGER

I understand that Mr. Juvenal Inacio has sent a radio message to you via

Australian Telecom in which he states that I am allowed to operate on the account

that

I have jointly with"Mr. Juvenal Maria Inacio.Therefore I would appreciate

your information concerning this new situation.
CordieXly yours, Jose Ramos Horta.
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REPLY FROM MANAGER OF THE COMMONWEALTH BANK DaRWIN NT AUSTRALIA

TO MR JOSE RAMOS HORTA

.

30 July 1976
Message purporting to be from Mr Inacio was passed on to us by Telecom on'

July 1*f.
Regrettably there is no way ww can confirm authenticity and as a result position
re your joint account has not changed.

PRESS RELEASE

AUGUST 3

AMERICAN PENTAGON

BACKS INDONESIAN

AGGRESSION : WARNS
AUSTRALIAN PRIME MINISTER ..
TO END CRITICISM OF
INTEGRATION

..

"The US has warned Australia not to allow further deterioration of relations
with Indonesia over Timor.

"It also warned that if Australian relation with Indonesia worsened it could

hinder US strategy for balancing Russia!s military might. US officials stationed

in South East Asia disclosed this today", Michael Richardson reported in the

Melbourne Age and Sydney Morning Herald today, in an article datelined

-'^\

Singapore, august 2.

*****

The story was

the main front page article in the Age, headed "Fraser given

blunt warning in Washington talks : 'Don't anger Jakarta. US protecting
Indon channel for its N-subs."

These views were expressed to Prime Minister Fraser in Washington last week
during meetings with high-ranking members of the Ford Administration and
Pentagon9 Richardons said*

The officials in South East Asia also sa_id that control of East Timor
by a 'freiendly anti-communist1 government was a matter of direct strategic
interest to the US, Richardson reported.

"This is because the fastest and safest way for American nuclear-armed
submarines to pass submerged between the Pacific and Indian Oceans is through
the little-known

deep water Straits of Ombai-Wetar north of Timor island...

"The US considers that Indonesian goodwill is important for securing American
and allied interests in a global context as well as in South East Asia. It is

\

believed that Mr. Fraser and the Foreign Minister, Mr Peacock, were told this '^0
by senior government figures in Washington...
"Observers believe the strategic location of East Timor is one reason why
the US Administration has readily

disputed Portuguese colony

acquiesced to Indonesia's takeover of the

and to its campaign to crush the left-wing Fretilin

independence movement.

"Authoritative sources say the US has satisfactory working arrangements with
President Suharto's Government about unimpeded underwater transit of SSBNs

(nuclear submarines)
straits

through Indonesian waters.One-route is through the

of ;Ldu»bok and vMacassar. But the preferred way is through the Moluccas

and Banda seas

and the little used Straits of Ombai-Wetar...

"America is anxious to strengthen good relations with Jakarta because of

Indonesia's

influence in the region,the anti-communist

disposition of the

Suharto government and the country's critical location at the crossroads of

the Indian and Pacific Oceans.. At present
the Indian Ocean

Russian nuclear submarines entering

from bases in the Soviet Far East use the Straits of Moliiuca

and Singapore,where they have to surface to pass through safely. "
It should be noted that President Ford

and Kissinger visited Jakarta on December

6,1975-Kissinger said in Jakarta 12 hours before tne invasion of Dili :"The
United States understands Indonesia's position.We wouldn't recognise (the
Democratic Republic of)East Timor anyway/'
Richardson's revelations coincide with the opening of an ANZUS top-level meeting,
attended by Australian,New Zealand and American top military and foreign affairs
officials. The agenda has not been published.
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AMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

August k

first floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW phone; 261701
/(Translation)
COMMUNIQUE

During eleven months, the people of the Democratic Republic of East Timor have

been heroically resisting the imperialist aggression carried out by the fascist,
military troops of Suharto.

;

After five centuries under Portuguese colonial rule, the people of East Timor took

their sovereignty from the hands of Portugal, conquering their independence,
formally declared on November 28,1975.

With the old and decadent Portuguese colonialism defeated on all continents, imper
ialism looked immediately for other ways to. control and dominate the peoples

9, -th* former Portuguese colonies ,in an impudent* and desperate attempt in defence
Thus, in East Timor, it could find no better instrument than its lackey , the
militarist and ... fascist government of Suharto.

(This regime, which in ^9& killed about one million Inondonesian citizens and

still keeps about 200,000 political prisoners in its concentration camps without
trial, is undoubtedly, in the world context, the best hand servant of imperialism-

Qp can say without fear of contradiction that General Pinochet who staged
ms own "Operation Jakarta" , still have a lot to learn from Suharto.

yhus, the Indonesian Government which never laid claim to East Timor when the

Portuguese regime seemed to it to be rather stable, did so immediately

axter the Portuguese coup d'etat on April 25, 1974.

April 25, with pretensions to being democratic, '^^ly onlv favoured and increased
^imperialist ambitions in South East Asia. These ambitions were defended by the
lackey of imperialism

—

the Suharto Government.

The East Timorese people, aware of how hard their struggle would be, have never
shrunk from it, despite the sacrifices involved.

Thus, in a real act of self-defence, the East Timorese people took up arms and •'
destroyed their internal ememies — the Portuguese Government and the national
reactionaries — retaking their sovereignty in the struggle for independence.

^xDue to these failures, the enemy, in a desperate state, unmasked itself and
^W* acted directly , aggressively and barbarically.
Since then, the East Timorese people have demonstrated to the world their will
to fight to the final victory, their determination to continue their heroic
resistance against the aggressive forces.

Underestimating the strength of the people, the Indonesian generals planned to
militarily control the whole territory of the Democratic Republic of East Timor
in three days. But they were very surprised by the undoubted resistance of the
people of East Timor , who inflicted the most shameful defeat on the Indonesian
commandos and paratroopers.

They suffered many failures. Over 10,090 Indonesian soldiers have been killed
in East Timor.
5-

•

But Indonesi. >\ is

nevertheless continuing to claim that

there are no Indonesian

regular troops fighting in East Timor.

The war is now in its eleventh months.. Indonesia, unable to control more than

15 percent of the national territory of the Democratic Republic of East Timor,
still maintains about 4^,000 troops in the few areas they control.
We believe this is too few troops to control the invaded territory.

They have now decided to pass to a new sta&e , already unmasked — the stage of
formalising the aggression.
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2.

We must say to Portugal that it is now impossible to create a "de facto"
situation, worked out several times in Jakarta and Rome.
They have decided to end the faked condemnation and cutting of diplomatic
relations between the two countries — Portugal and Indonesia — by Portugal,
and to combine their efforts in order to, persuade the world to believe that

there is a "de facto" situation (although unreal) and to recognise East
Timor as part of Indonesia.
' J.,,.
With Portugal, which without reason considers itself the administrating power,
recognising East Timor as the 27th. Province of Indonesia, the Indonesian
regime has the very weak possibility for the formalisation of its aggression
and subsequent massacres of the population.

For that reason, a puppet assembly of 28 people met in Dili on May 2*f.. This :
assembly decided to integrate East Timor into Indonesia. This.integration, would

he officially recognised by the Jakarta Government on August 17,- 197^,
Indonesia's national day.
Meanwhile, following the meeting of the Central Committee of Fretilin and the

Government of the democratic Republic of East Timor from May 15 to 51, 1976,which
drew up new tactics for the struggle,which have been very effective, Fretilin
forces passed over to a generalised offensive, attacking all areas controlled'
by the enemy and defeating them on all fronts.
,-** -;:
All the efforts of the enemy to create new fronts in order to force the

patriotic forces of the Democratic Republic of East Timor —Fretilin forces — ^...^
to go on the defensive
killed daily.

:have failed. Dozens of Indonesian soldiers are being

In the diplomatic field, the enemy cannot resist the large offensive of
Fretilin.

So it became necessary for the Indonesians to accelerate the formal process
of integration in a desperate attempt to recover what cannot be recovered,while

they were in fact

digging their own graves. Suharto therefore sped up his recc£

nition of integration and did so on July 1711976, a month before the date fixed.
It is now waiting for recognition by the Portuguese Government.
It is beyond doubt that Suharto is increasing the number of his military
forces in East Timor in a last desperate attempt to control the territory and
postpone the growing contradictions inside Indonesia, which ,with a protracted
war in East Timor, Would undoubtedly grow and accellerate, thus, the downfall
of his regime.

The East Timorese people will also increase their resistance in order, if
necessary, to convince the enemy forever of its defeat.

^^

The Central Committee of Fretilin and the Government of the Democratic

Republic of East Timor ">,call on all the peoples of the world,and the govern
ments loving peace and progress, to denounce and condemn the colonial-fascist
and imperialist conspiracy between the Jakarta and Lisbon governments,
the lackeys of international imperialism.

JULY 18,1976
Signed: MAPI ALKATIRI

Member of the Central Committee of Fretilin,
National Political Commissioner

Minister of State for Political Affairs in the Democratic Republic of East Timor,
and Plenipotentiary.

NB : For the attention of His Excellency ,the Secretary-General of the United
Nations Organisation and of all the Governments and Parliaments of the world.
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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

first floor, 232 Castlereagh St., Sydney NSW 2000

August 'k

PRESS RELEASE
TELECOM MESSAGE FROM FRETILIN

DETAILS

INDONESIAN ATROCITIES

' '

The following message was picked up by Darwin Outpost Radio on August 3 r.and
transmitted to the Campaign for Independent .East Timor the same ,day:
Incredible vandalism* Blood, fire,destruction and vandalism are the daily
activities of the increased aggression pf Suharto's regular army against the
people of East Timor„
In ZUMALAI vpn the last two days, Indonesian' soldiers burnt out six great
villages and brutally executed hundreds of local population ,and also the enem;
completely burnt out the village of KRYBAS As the Indonesian forces are impotent to combat the heroic Fretilin forces,
they are revenging by systematically executing the captured population and
destroying houses and crops»

During the last week of July, Fretilin guerrillas in action against the
enemy in the area of KRYBAS have killed 119 Indonesian soldiers and shot
down one helicopter,, August 17th* is the National Day of Indonesia, but
Suharto will :*.' : never win*

Independence or death. The people of East Timor will win. Fight still on.
Highest regards,

Alarico.Jorge ^ernandes
Minister ^for Information and National Security,

August 3, 1976.

NOTES ON MAP ON OPPOSITE SIDE:

The map on the other side, has been drawn up by the Campaign for Independent
East Timor to give some idea of the areas held by the Indonesian invading

forces as of August *t, 1976.
The map has been based on Telecom messages and Radio Maubere messages on
the military situationc These messages have been frank on villages that have
•^^r

been captured by the Indonesian forces, and we therefore believe the map is
accurateu When there has been doubt we have erred on the side of exaggerating
the Indonesian control.

Second, the Indonesians have
the ribbons of land indicate
But the control of the roads
accompanying any Indonesians

only Ventured along the few roads inland* Hence
control of roads and of villages on those roads.
is conditional on well-armed military escorts
travelling on them- The area coloured as belonging

to Indonesian control should therefore be much thinner ribbons.

An example are the border villages of Tapo and Memo, only a few kilometres
from the border:-, but not linked by road. Indonesian troops attempting to take
these villages have suffered heavy lossese

Excluded from the map is the enclave of Oe-Cussi, which appears to be totally
under Indonesian control.

It should be pointed out that,with the exception of Dili, Baucau and to a lesser
extent Manatuto, the villages marked are market villages with a very low
resident population. The mass of the population are villagers and live in the
mountains off the roads. These are under Fretilin leadership and control.

A large map,showing all villages and towns will be for sale this week at all
CIET and AETA addresses for 50c. This vividly shows population concentrations,
proving the above point*
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CAMPAIGN FOE INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

first floor, 232 Castlereagh St., Sydney NSW 2000
FRETILIN SHOOT DOWN FIVE
HELICOPTERS AND ONE PLANE

August 9

tA-llr

SINCE DECEMBER 1975

The following message was picked up by Darwin Outpost Radio on August 5 and
trasnmitted to the Campaign for Independent East Timor by Telecom Darwin :
The people of East Timor under the leadership of the glorious Fretilin Central
Committee, are giving heroic and victorious resistance ,defeating continuously
the Indonesian vandalic

armed aggression.

On the last week of July,, the enemy tried to infiltrate in LELA and MAUKATAR
from SUAI village, (the enemy) have retreated by (because of) Fretilin I - , \

guerrillas killing 162 Indonesian soldiers, wounding a fine number and catpured
a large number of war materials.

On July 29, the enemy reinforced SUAI more with 800 soldiers landed from two
Indonesian warships.

Very fierce fighting is going on in ZUMALAI .The enemy is (has?) broken in (into?)
the village and its complete

extermination is about.

On last Tuesday, Fretilin guerrillas shot down another Indonesian helicopter
with registration number PKPGY-B0105C 3021-S 199/1975 , killing all the seven

jpN inhabitants. So fiar, Fretilin guerrillas have shot down five Indonesian helicopters
^^ and one plane.

Independence or death. The victory is certain. Fight still on.
Highest regards,

Alarico Jorge Fernandas,, Minister for Information and National Security, August 5 1976
(NOTE: Reproduced exactly-as sent by Telecom Darwin. Comments in brackets by CIET).
All villages mentioned are on the

south-west coast. .,

WHY TELECOM DARWIN LABELS MESSAGES
FROM EAST TIMOR AS "UNAUTHENTICATED" —
AN EXCHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE.

The following telex message was sent to Mr. K S McLoed, District Telephone Manager,
Darwin (who signs all Telecom messages ) :

4; I.wish first

on behalf of the Campaign for Independent ^ast Timor and others who
receive the messages you transmit from East Timor, to thank you and the staff at Tele
com and Darwin Outpost Radio for sending the messages, which allow the East Timorese
people to maintain some contact with the outside world.

I wish however to ask why these messages are prefqced by the words "unauthenticated
messages". These messages in our opinion undoubtedly come from the persons they
are signed by. Further evidence of this is the fact that they have been in recent .
weeks

read in English over Radio Maut,erej the National Radio of the Democratic

Republic of East Timor, broadcasting from inside East Timor,and recorded in Darwin

by East Timor supporters. I have tapes of these messages read over Radio Haubere,as
I believe has Mr Warwick Neilly and Mr Brian Manning.
We would request you recosnider the prefacing of these messages as "unauthenticated"0
Yours sincerely, Denis Freney, secretary, Campaign for Independent East Timor,Sydney*
August 3, 1976.
REPLY FROM MR KS MCLEOD
ATTENTION MR DENIS FRENEY

I refer to your telex message of 3/8/76 concerning unauthenticated messages received
by Telecom Australia at Darwin.

These messages are received at Telecom Australia's Darwin Outpost Radio Base Station

(VJY), the function of which is to exchange messages, for which prescribed charges
are payable, with certain liscensed outpost

stations on the mainland of Australia
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and off-shore islands forming part of Australia.

Eaclj. outstation is

identified by &% duly registered call sign and is liscensed to operate on
specifically allocated radio frequencies.
For about the last eight months,
messages have been received at VJY which
purport to originate in East Timor. To our knowledge, and to the knowledge
of the Australian Radio Lieensing Authority, no radio transmitter in East
Timor'is authorised in accordance with international radio frequency board

rules

to transmit t on the frequency allocated to the VJY

Outpost Radio Network

Certainly, there is no East Timor station licensed by the Australian authority
to operate within the VJY Outpost Radio Network.

In these circumstances, and since Telecom Australia-is not an established
international telecommunications operator in the sense appropriate to this
issue, we cannot regard the messagesreceived from East Tim<
as being
proper

to transmission over the VJY network ',nor could we establish

absolutely the source of the messages. Hence the use of the preface
nunauthenticated message" . We chose the course'taken as ah act of
courtesy, but without responsibility, and feel continuation of the
preface would be desirablec
K

S McLoed

For regional controller,
Darwinn

August 5, 1976
\^^p

COMMENT :

Our reading of the reply from Mr McLeod indicates that it is for legal
reasons and not for reasons of doubt of the source of the messages received ,
that the messages are prefaced as "unathenticated".

The fact that Mr. Alarico Fernandes reads the messages,in English, over
Radio aubere, makes it "beyond doubt chat they are authentic in any meaning
of the term9 There are many of Mr Fernandes1 relations now living in .

Australia who can readily identify his voice on Radio ^aubere.

PRESS RELEASE
UNREST AMONG WEST TIMORESE
REPORTED BY EX-UDT REFUGEES NOW IN LISBON

.

Mr. Jose Ramos-Horta, Minister for Foreign Affairs in the Democratic Republic \^f
of East Timor

, said in Maputo,Mozambique yesterday (August 8) that Fretilin

supporters in Lisbon had spoken to ex-UDT refugees who arrived there last
week, and learnt from them of mass arrests of West Timorese suspected of
supporting Fretilin*
The ex-UDT refugees said that there had been several Fretilin attacks on
ATAMBUA5 a town on the Indonesian-side of the border,where most of the
refugees had been living since August 1975* As a result, they said, over

1000 West Timorese had been arrested,under suspciion of-collaborating with
Fretilin„

•

Atambua was not regarded by the refugees as a safe place, and most wanted to
go to Kupang, the capital of West 'Timor.

Radio iViaubere, the national radio of the Democratic Republic of East Timor
broadcasting inside East Timor, tnree times a week, was being monitored
well in EWest Timor and followed there with great interest by many people.

(Much of Radio Maubere's broadcasts are in Tetum, the

main dialect of East

Timor and West Timor) <,

Fretilin had been fighting in an "astonishing way" ,the ex-UDT refugees said,

and it is certain now, they said, that the Indonesians will never control East Timor.
The 113 ex-UDT refugees and the 23 Portuguese soldiers who were flown out of
Bali last week after negotiations by Portuguese General da Silva with Indonesian
representatives in Bangkok,have been ordered .'not to speak to the press.These
conversations took place in a private meeting place.
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FRETILIN GlffiRftlM&S WINr,- ,-,:..

MAJOR VICTORIES OVER

,J^r

" ^

•

AJ[f\U$£&£

INVADING FORCES

August 17 _

Fretilin guerrillas in East Timor in the past three weeks have inflicted

some stunning defeats" oh :the: Indonesian invading forces, according to
news, reports on Radio aubere, the national radio of the democratic
Republic of East Timcur, broadcasting from inside the country5 on August 6
and August 11 •

-

„,.,'..

;

-

According to the August 11 broadcast, Fretilin had regained"complete
control"of ZUMALAI, a village': on the south-west coast, defeating the invaders

with "heavy casualties", after which the "'few survivors ran away like
monkeys."
**•''

%^^

'•

,

First reports of the battle for Zumalai came in a Telecom message^on
August-•3* when, the invaders were reported to have burnt down "six great
villages and brutally executed'hundredsof the local population!1. In...
the Telecom message of August '5"r Fretilin reported "fierce fighting .
is going on in. Zumalai." The Telecom then incorrectly transmitted ...,

that the "enemy is br;oken in*;> the: village". However, the August 6
Radio Maubere includes^an English'reading of this Telecom message,
which .clearly says the "enemy is blocked in the village audi its complete ,:extermination is about."'August 11 Radio Maubere reports the village s
liberation.

•

The August 6.Radio ^aubere broadcast also

•-

•••••;

makes clear that the town

of LALEIA ,on the north coast'between Baucau and Manatuto, is still in
Fretilin hands. .The broadcast says that "on July 29 Fretilin guerrillas

ambushed and killed 37 Indonesian soldiers*.,The others ran to the/beach...,
and embarked on 'a waiting ship...

A new

attempt of the enemy;to -take the

village was met with a new ambush In: which 66 Indonesian soldiers were
killed. Because of this ,they are now attempting to desperately bombard
the area of the village."
,'; •
;
'''
^l^to/

These broadcasts are now being sent in Portuguese, Te,tum and English, '•• "'
removing all doubts on translation. Reception is particularly clear. :^
The broadcasts are taped in Darwin by the Campaign' for 'Independent East
Timor and posted to Sydney. Tapes of the broadcasts

with these English-

language reports are available at.the CIET.office (see address below).
The Radio.Maubere broadcasts also confirm the Telecom messages of August

8 and 11 , concerning the"failure of an Indonesian attempt to take
LEBOS, which is right on the border.

The August 6 Radio Maubere broadcast alsbv:;-sayG^that^an,;Indonesian
attempt to take LEOREMA., a mountain village Inland from Bazartet'e''6n"'~
the north coast :, was repulsed on July 31 :,:w:lth seven Indonesians killed
for the loss of. one Fretilin guerrilla. ,;.:
' . .'
' :.2
A summary'of the news reports for August 6 Radio I^aubere' follows:

ATABAE: August 2:.Fretilin guerrillas attacked 'Indonesian, camo, killed h'1
enemy, destroyed six enemy camps, an3"the'"enemy ran away".
MANATUTO: July 22-29: Fretilin ambushed enemy at BALAK killing ten and
wounding three seriously. One Fretilin guerrilla wounded.
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LALEIA: July 2§ :" Fretilin ambushed' and' killed 37-t^"khers ran back to beach

and embarked on waiting ship. New attemot to take town ..,
Because of this

new ambush,'66 killed,,

now attempting desperately to bombard area of village.

VENELALE: July 29 : Fretilin guerrillas ambushed a transport truck on the
road between Venelale and Baucau, killing 13 Indonesian soldiers, and wounding
many others. Truck was completely destroyed.

BOBONARO- TAPO ":

In the last "five.days, in several operations, Fretilin guerrillas

killed more than 35 Indonesian soldiers.

ZUMALAI: Helicopter shot down
message

on August 1..Registration no., given (See Telecom

August 5)»

LEOREMA: July 31: From Bazartete and Tu.cololi ,. enemy attempted to take village,
but defeated, leaving seven dead. One guerrilla killed.
This is a summary of Radio Maubere August 11 report:.

LOLOTOE : August 4 : enemy attempt to advance over Lebos defeated after 24
hours battle, 28 enemy killed and many wounded.

J

BOBONARO-TAPO : Fretilin guerrillas are severely punishing Indonesian soldiers
close to the border who are starving and crossing border to pillage food

crops.

August 7 to 10: 41 enemy killed,including second-lieutenant JAMAK.

ZUMAliAI: FALANTIL (East Timorese forces) in complete control. Enemy defeated
with heavy losses. Few survivors ran away like monkeys.

VENELALE : Intense fighting from July27 to August 11. 45 Enemy";." killed and
many wounded.

MALIANA:

Enemy concentrating captured population in Maliana village to take

across border in truck convoy.

ALSO*

on July 17, Fretilin guerrillas patrolling

around village outskirts killed five enemy , and on July 20 attacked Indonesian
position,, killing 17. Energy replied with heavy bombardment.

L0TEF0H0: July 26 : Operation against enemy:19 killed and 40 civilian population
vt^^gt

"liberated.

SOIBADA:' August 3: Enemy

pushed from several points .22 enemy killed, 23

captured population liberated.

LACLUBAR: From July 7 to 30 , over 100 enemy killed and two enemy camps
completely destroyed.

SUAI: Au&hst 1 to 4 : fierce fighting still going on in LELA and MAKAUTA. 23
«-.

enemy killed •

LOROSUAI: (port of Suai) Enemy warships heavily bombarding surrounding area,
but no damage reported.

In these two broadcasts, Fretilin

guerrillas

have claimed to have killed

476 Indonesian soldiers, in addition to the "heavy casualties" suffered
by the enemy in ZUMALAI•

virtually all occurred

With the exception

of the LACLUBAR figure, these

between July 26 and August 11,and it would not

be an exhaustive list of all engage-Bleats in that period.
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PRESS RELEASE

FRETILIN LEADERS ALLEGE

/ Q

NAPAT-M USED-IN,:BORDM? "REGION •:, LATEST TELECOM MESSAGES

^ "2-

The following ..message was received on August(22im Darwin Outpost Radio and
transmitted,to,ihe Campaign, for Independent East Timor in Sydney on August 23
by Telecom" Darwin ":'

Napalm bpmbs blow up in East Timor.. Fierce fighting is going on all over the
country,, and Fretilin fortes, are continuously inflicting severe punishment to
4he enemy ,„ In Bofepnaro, on the 18th of this month , Fretilin forces in
action against the -Indonesian colonial troops when they tried to take
positions, in. WCUS HILLS, have killed k2 Indonesian soldiers and wounded lot

of them and, also have captured a.>ig quantity of bazooka grenades and three ;u

*io

^automatic rifles of American brand. Cannons bombardments from Indonesian
wterritory

have burnt out four houses in the area.

,"%

In revenge, of the continuous heavy losses suffered in BOBONARO and other

horder areas, the Indonesian forces on the 19th,, 20th and 21st used
war pianos to drop napalm bombs in the area of BOBONARO, L0L0T0E and
FATULULIK V

The people of East Timor strongly repudiate the integration and most severely
condemn the colonialist manouvres of Jakarta'. In defence of its freedom,
sovereignly and national integrity, the people of East Timor will fight
till the last consequences. Independence or death. Victory is
certain. Fight still on.

Highest regards,

J&arico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information x and National Security,August 22,
The following message was received l»y Darwin Outpost Radio on August 20 and
transmitted to CIET on the same day by Telecom Darwin :

^ /Q

%^rJ20th. August an historical date for the people of East Timor.Today

^

complete(s). one year that the glorious. FafcLntil, —National Armoured Forces for
Liberation of East, Timor — came to, the light and defeated the Portuguese
colonial dominationover East/Timor, arid new. (now) heroically engaged in the
war against the Indonesian shameful aggression to the Democratic Republic of

W

East Timor.

Fierce fighting, is going on in tfast Timor . In LIKICA,on 17b 'August Fretilin
forces.carried out :an assault .to the enemy positions, ^killing '$5 Indonesian
soldiers.. Fretilin suffered three'deaths and eight wounded. In Depo (Tapo?)
area .of Bobonaro, Fretilin forces in combat have killed 33 Indonesian soldiers. The

enemy ,highly. desperated with the heavy, losses suffered in SUAI, 2UMALAI

and L0L0T0E is using all plans (planes?), to Vombard arid machined gunning
continuously those areas from the 17th up ,to now. The people of East Timor are '.
aware of its just struggle and certain .( of) victory, independence or death. To resist is to win.

Highest regards,

• - ..

Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for'-Informartion and.National Security,
August 20, 1976 .

\

(Notes in brackets are by CIET.Text otherwise reproduced"exactly as given by Telecom)
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' '

August 28

Q

9?

TELECOM MESSAGES REPORT
HEAVY INDONESIAN CASUALTIES

The following message was received by Telecom's "Darwin Outpost Radio on
August 27 and transmitted to CIET in Sydney by Telecom Darwin :
Nothing can stop the victory of the people of East Timor.. Suharto is getting
convinced"of his defeat in East: Timor. Fretilin forces —the. Falintil are inflicting heavy losses to the enemy in all fronts <>

In VENILALE , from August 11 to 15, Fretilin.forces inaction against the .enemy
have killed 67 Indonesian soldiers and;;ohe heroic Fretilin guerrilla died. On

August 16'm eliminated. 15 Indonesian soldierstand wounded';a high number of them..
And in ESSUSUK:on' the 1$th,: 80 Indonesian soldiers have been killed and about .

30 were wounded. On the' 20th., Fretilin forces^made two' offensive(s) against..

the enemy in GUIBUK .,killing 30 Indonesian soldiers and captured four

-^

American-made automatic rifles, two large.boxes of ammunition and some bazooka ^J
grenades. In revenge of their*losses, one Indonesian warplane is still
intensely bombarding these areas.,, Independence or death.The victory, is certain.

Fight still on,

...

Highest regards, August 27,1976

Alarico Jorge Fernandes, Minister for Information and National Security
Note:

Venilale is kO kms south of Baucau* Essusuk is on the south coast

on the road between Betano and.Alas•

We cannot locate Guibuk*

The following message was received on Darwin.Outpost Radio on August 2k and
transmitted to CIET by Telecom Darwin t
Suharto vandalism in East Timor still on„ In spite of being condemned by the

UN Security Council resolution, the Non»Aligned-Countries Organisation ,by
peoples lovers of peace and freedom and progress , the Jakarta colonial
fascist government in shameful defiance is continuously ignoring all those

governments by increasing its military aggression over the people of East Timor

in vain efforts to colonise our country* Maubere people are the sole masters
.^\
of East Timor. The people of East Timor under the leadership of its unique and ;***
legitimate vanguard —the Fretilin Central Committee -- have heroically
defeated the anachronous Portuguese colonialists and now firmly united.and
organised are decided to fight the Javanese colonial expansionism units over
East Timor to the last man.

Very intense fighting.is going on in East Timor..Today at 00.15 Green i<:h
Mean Time , Indonesian ..warships intensely bombarded the' coastal areas of Lore,
On the last 17th,the National Day of Indonesia, Fretilin forces made a raid to
LOSPALOS village, killing eleven Indonesian soldiers wounded,a lot and pulled

down the Indonesian flag.

In UATOLARI from 31st of July to 7th "August ,. Fretilin

forces have eliminated 111 Indonesian soldiers ,and wounded a very high number- - m

revenge the enemy burnt out all houses in the .villages of Uatolari and EDMUMU and
now is intensifying tortured and executions of .captured populations throughout the
territory.

'

.

Independence or death. The victory is certain,The struggle continues.
ALARICO JORGE FERNANDES, Minister for''Information,^, and National'Security.
NOTE: Comments in brackets added by CIKD.Text reproduced as sent by Telecom.
Uatolari is on the south-east coast .^7. while, Lospalos is in the south-east '-^u
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Lore is the port of Lospalos.

